
ESCAPE 9

ESCAPE 12
Stand out Features :
 * Pilot Rudder system
 * 3 scupper plugs
 * Sealed Bow with 15'' rubber  
  hatch
 * Mold-in bottle holder
 * Stern Storage well with 
bungees
 * SOT high back outfitting

The Escape 12 is a remarkably stable boat that tracks very well for its size. Equipped with 2 rod holders and 
plenty of storage, it is ideal for fishing, diving or just having a good time on the water. With four attachment points 
mounted on independently adjustable straps, our comfortable high back and seat combo lets you customize 
your position to perfection in just a minute and stays put whatever the conditions.

ESCAPADE DUO
Stand out Features : *
 * 8 scupper plugs
 * 2x 6’’ deck plates
 * Mold-in bottle holder
 * Stern Storage well with 
bungees
 * 2 SOT high-Back Outfitting

What do you prefer : a casual paddle under the sun with your better half, snorkeling along the reef, having a 
good laugh playing in the surf or simply enjoying a quiet, solo paddle at sunset? Tough choice, isn’t it? Not 
anymore! The Escapade Duo 12, with its stable and agile hull and duo/solo seating configuration, will allow you 
to answer “All of the above!”

ESCAPE 9
ESCAPE 12
ESCAPADE DUO

Length
9’ (277 cm)

12‘ (366 cm)
12’2’’ (370 cm)

Width
28’’ (71cm)

30.3’’ (77 cm)
34’’ (88 cm)

Depth
9.6’’ (24.5 cm)

12’’ (30 cm)
N/A

Weight
40.8 lbs (18.5kg)
65.7 lbs (29.8kg)
74.9 lbs (34 kg)

Max disp.
250 lbs (113 kg)
300 lbs (136 kg)
484 lbs (220 kg)

Stand out Features :
 * 2 scupper plugs
 * 4'' deckplate
 * Mold-in cup holder
 * Rear Storage well with bungees
 * SOT High Back Outfitting

Escape series
Stackable and easy to lock up through the molded-in front handle, the Escape 9 is the boat of choice for the 
cottage or to complement your rental fleet. Its arched hull design with drain holes make it a convenient, durable 
and agile kayak, fast for its length and a blast to take in the surf, too!

Stand out Features :
 * Stern 15'' dual density rubber  
  hatch
 * Flushmount rod holder
 * Contour Fit system
 * Front deck bungee storage
 * Sealed bulkhead for added 
security
 * 2 drain plugs for easy draining

Quest series
With its wide and stable double-arch hull design and roomy cockpit, the Quest 9.5 is the boat of choice for an 
exciting afternoon on the lake! The hull grooves are responsible for its tracking qualities and the great durability 
the Quest series is known for, while its short length keeps it maneuverable and makes it easy to load onto a 
vehicle.

QUEST 9.5

Stand out Features :
 * Stern 10' deckplate
 * Flushmount rod holder
 * Contour Fit system
 * Front deck bungee storage
 * Sealed bulkhead for added 
security
 * 2 drain plugs for easy draining

With its famous Greenland bow and arched multi-chine hull, the Quest makes paddling effortless and exciting. 
A wide outline combined with a fine waterline make it stable yet gives it a lively feel. It will allow you to safely lean 
on edge and style high and low-brace turns, while its roomy cockpit will let you stretch and enjoy the sun if you 
simply don’t feel like pushing it!

QUEST 10

Stand out Features :
 * Stern 15'' dual density rubber  
  hatch
 * 2 Flushmount rod holders
 * 2 bottle holders
 * Contour Fit system
 *  4’’deck plate storage pod
 * Sealed bulkhead for added 
security
 * 2 drain plugs for easy draining

The Quest 10 HV was designed for comfort and maneuverability. It comes with a convenient sealed bulkhead to 
keep your stuff dry along with 2 each rod and cup holders. Combine that with our contour fit seating system 
equipped with a cushy, compression-molded seat pad that fully adjusts for your comfort and this is the ideal 
boat for a leisurely cruise on the water.

QUEST 10HV

QUEST 9.5
QUEST  10
QUEST 10HV

Length
9’6‘’ (290 cm)
10’ (305 cm)
10’ (305 cm)

Width
27’’ (70cm)
27’’ (69 cm)
30’’ (76 cm)

Cockpit size inches (cm)
40’’ x 21’’ (99x 50 cm)
40‘’ x21‘’ (99x 50 cm)

52‘’ x 21.75’’ (132 x 55 cm)

Béluga Skirt size
3X-Large
3X-Large
Half-skirt

Weight
37.2 lbs (17.8kg)
41.2 lbs (19.7kg)
48.5 lbs (23.7kg)

Max disp.
300 lbs (136 kg)
325 lbs (148 kg)
350 lbs (159 kg)

* Unity seating system
* Floating Backrest
* Suregrip thighbraces
* 2 Rubber grab loops
* 2 Rubber handles
* Security bar

* Drainplug
* Powerseat compatible 

Features

Astro
The Astro series offers crisp and dynamic freestyle playboating, with release edges all around the hull, the perfect amount of 
rocker back and forth, and just the buoyancy you need to push it down without staying down. The result? A bouncing machine 
that will let you show it off without kicking you off the curb in the next turn. Whether you land frontwards or backwards… we’ll 
leave that up to you!

Length
6’2’ (188.5 cm)

6’3.5’’ (192 cm)

ASTRO 54

ASTRO 58

Width
25.2’’ (64 cm)

26” (66 cm)

Cockpit dims
34” x 18.5”
86 x 47 cm
34” x 20”

86 x 51 cm

Paddler 
weigh range

110 lbs - 180 lbs
50kg - 82 kg

170 lbs - 230 lbs
77 kg - 104 kg

Weight
37.9 lbs 
17.2 kg
42 lbs

19.1 kg

Volume
54 US gal 

  204 L
58 US gal

  220 L

* Customizable foam footblocks
* Drainplug
* Molded-in padded knee pockets
* Two rubber grab loops
*   Surfing Power Seat

Features

Boogie
Now a classic, the Boogie is undoubtedly the boat of choice on rocky shores and for any surf kayaker seeking an affordable, 
high-performance and care-free surfing machine. Its squashtail template with super-sharp rails on the back and long, roomy 
front end provides tremendous speed, tons of carving power, and allows paddlers of all sizes to feel the love.

Length
7’9‘’ (236 cm)BOOGIE 50

Width
24.7’’ (63cm)

Cockpit dims
32” x 17”

81 x 43 cm

Paddler 
weigh range

120 lbs - 200 lbs
54kg - 91 kg

Weight
36.4 lbs 
16.5 kg

Volume
50 US gal 

  189 L

Angler series
A new twist on a classic winning design, the Angler version of the Quest 10 is the perfect do-it-all sit-inside 
kayak. This configuration gives you the quick and easy access of a on-deck rear storage, the control and confort 
of a sit-in kayak and it comes already fully outffitted to hit the water and start fishing.  

Quest 10 Angler

Stable and easy to handle, the Edge 11 Angler will take you fishing where no other boat can. With two 
flush-mount rod holders behind to carry rods plus an adjustable rod stand in front, you have all that’s needed for 
a comfortably seated successful campaign of hide-and-seek with your favorite fish.

EDGE 11 Angler

You asked for more storage capacity, floatation and sealed bulkheads; you got it in this fishing trip dream 
machine. With two sealed compartments for fishing and camping gear get ready for the most exciting fishing 
campaign of your life: you’ll silently access remote coves and otherwise unreachable eddies while being 
completely autonomous and free to move anywhere, or simply hold your position as long as needed...

ENDURO 12 Angler

Length
10’ (305 cm)
12” (365 cm)

10’10” (331 cm)
11’9’’ (357cm)

QUEST 10 ANGLER
ESCAPE 12 ANGLER
EDGE 11 ANGLER
ENDURO 12 ANGLER

Width
30’’ (76cm)

30.7’’ (78cm)
27.5’’ (70 cm)
27.2’’ (69 cm)

Weight
54.4 lbs (24.7kg)
68.3 lbs (31kg)

53.3 lbs (24.2 kg)
60.2 lbs (27.3 kg)

Max disp.
350lbs (159 kg)
300 lbs (136 kg)
275 lbs (125 kg)
350 lbs (159 kg)

Stand out Features :
 * Swift Rudder System
 * 2 flush mount rod holders
 * 1 swivel rod holder & anchor  
  trolley system
 * Contour Fit Outfitting
 * Anchor trolley system
 * Milk create ready

Stand out Features :
 * Stern sealed bulkhead with 15''  
  rubber hatch
 * Track-rite Skeg System
 * 1 swivel rod holders & Anchor 
trolley    system
 * 2 flush mount rod holders
 * Contour Fit Outfitting

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with 15'' rubber hatch
 * Track-rite Skeg System
 * 2 Rod holders & Anchor trolley  
  system
 * Contour Fit Outfitting
 * 1 Swivel rod holder

Designed for fishing-minded kayakers and equipped with features for serious anglers, the Angler version of the 
Escape 12 is a great combination of stability and performance with an excellent load capacity to keep you well 
provisioned and properly organized. Perfect for all fishing environments.

ESCAPE  12 Angler
Stand out Features :
 * Pilot Rudder System
 * 4 flush mount rod holders
 * 1 swivel rod holder & anchor  
  trolley system
 * 4 flush mount rod holders
 * Sit-On-Top High Back Outfitting
 * Milk create ready

Cockpit size inches (cm)
52’’ x 21.75‘’ (132 x 55 cm)

Sit-on-Top
36.5‘’ x19.5‘’ (93 x 50 cm)

38’’ x 20’’ (97 x 51 cm)

Béluga Skirt size
Half-Skirt

N/A Sit-on-top
2X-Large
3X-Large

Edge series
Low on the water, the stable and agile Edge 11 literally feels like a shrunk-down sea kayak thanks to its progres-
sive chine and a generous yet sleek outline. The integrated keel makes its hull stiff and the skeg lets you focus 
on destination, while the front deck rigging and rear watertight compartment take care of your belongings.

Stand out Features :
 * Sealed stern bulkhead with 15''  
  rubber hatch
 * Track-rite Skeg System
 * Bow floatation bag 
  * Custom Fit seating system
 * Flushmount rod holder
 * Safety straps

EDGE 11

With an eye-pleasing low deck profile so you don’t feel lost inside, and a package of features that would make 
any sea kayak blush with envy, the Edge 13 brings together harmony of shape and relevancy of features. Its hull 
offers a nice blend of primary and secondary stability, so you’ll be immediately comfortable in a boat that will grow 
with you.

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with 15'' rubber hatch
 * Track-rite Skeg System
  * Custom Fit seating system
 * Flushmount rod holder
 * Safety straps

EDGE 13

With its slender bow and slim deck profile, the rudder-equipped Edge 14.5 is where elegance and efficiency 
cross paths : it has just the right amount of chine and keel to make it track well, yet has a swift and versatile 
character. And to top it all off, it has most of the features serious sea kayaks call their own. 

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with 15'' rubber hatch
 * Pilot Rudder system
 * Advanced Contour Fit Outfitting
 * Safety straps

EDGE 14.5

EDGE 11
EDGE 13
EDGE 14.5

Length
10’10‘’ (331 cm)

13’ (397 cm)
14’6’’ (443 cm)

Width
27.5’’ (70cm)
25.1’’ (64 cm)
21.6’’ (55 cm)

Cockpit size inches  (cm)
38‘’x20.5’’ (97x 52 cm)
38‘’x20.5’’ (97x 52 cm)

36.5‘’x19.5’’ (93x 50 cm)

Béluga Skirt Size
2X-Large
2X-Large
X-Large

Weight
52.4 lbs (23.8kg)
58 lbs (26.3kg)

60.9 lbs (27.6kg)

Weight
47.6 lbs (21.6 kg)
53.3 lbs (24.2 kg)

51 lbs (23 kg)

Max disp.
275 lbs (125 kg)
300 lbs (136 kg)
325 lbs (147 kg)

ENDURO 12
ENDURO 13
ENDURO 14

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with 15'' rubber hatch
 * Track-rite Skeg System
  * Custom Fit seating system
 * Safety straps
 * Flushmount rod holder
 *Gear net

Enduro series
Wide and stable, the Enduro 12 is all about safety and cargo capacity. Its gently grooved hull and integrated 
skeg have blended durability and tracking, while the structured deck, large cockpit with thighbraces and front 
and rear watertight compartments allow you to use it in a wide range of adventures, from simply cruising around 
to carrying all your gear to tackle that elusive bass you saw on the other side of the bay.

ENDURO 12

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with 15'' rubber hatch
 * Track-rite Skeg System
  * Custom Fit seating system
 * Safety straps
 * Flushmount rod holder
 *Gear net

A bit of front deck rigging, a rod holder and two watertight hatches were just what it took to complete this racy 
kayak’s list of offerings. Amongst other items are speed, amazing secondary stability and tracking, thanks to a 
streamline, grooved hull that brings this fairly short kayak to life so it can stand its ground with much longer units.

ENDURO 13

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with 15'' rubber hatch
 * Pilot Rudder system
 * Advanced Contour Fit Outfitting
 * Safety straps
 * Flushmount rod holder
 *Gear net

Close your eyes and you will think you are handling the finest of sea kayaks. Open them and you will find yourself 
surrounded with just the soundest features to properly enjoy a day on the water: watertight compartments, front 
deck rigging, paddle hook, rudder and a unique, racy style that will make you vow you’ll never close your eyes 
again on the Enduro 14.

ENDURO 14

Length
11’8‘’ (358 cm)
12’7’’ (385 cm)
13’7’’ (415 cm)

Width
27.2’’ (69cm)
25.2” (64 cm)
24’ (61 cm)

Weight
44.1 lbs (26.4kg)
55.7 lbs (25.3kg)
58.9 lbs (26.7kg)

Max disp.
350 lbs (159 kg)
300 lbs (136 kg)
325 lbs (148 kg)

Cockpit size inches (cm)
38’’ x 20’’ (97x 51 cm)
38‘’ x20‘’ (97x 51 cm)
38‘’ x 20’’ (97x 51 cm)

Béluga Skirt size
3X-Large
3X-Large
3X-Large

Our proven, award-winning British-style sea kayak, the Brittany’s reputation speaks for itself: fast and agile, yet 
accessible to paddlers of all skills, its stability instantly makes you feel at ease while its moderate width makes 
it possible for expert paddlers to express all the subtlety that is possible to bring in fine sea kayak handling. 
Plenty of deck storage, a compass recess, lifelines and safety straps complete the package, maintaining 
respect to the tradition of elegance the Brittany belongs to.

The only true hybrid of rec and sea kayak, the Evasion has the distinctive concave multi-chine hull design that 
has led our kayaks in the durability hall-of-fame, but with the finesse it takes to keep up with the best 
reenlanders in terms of speed and tracking. Cap that with a low, sleek deck and plenty of rigging, and you’ve 
got a very functional and exciting unit.

BRITANNY 16.5

EVASION 15.5

The fastest rotomolded tandem and amongst the shortest and easiest to handle, the Polarity has this distinctive 
catamaran hull that makes it quick, stable and durable all at once. Plenty of room for storage in the front and 
rear compartments, a full lifeline and lots of deck rigging complement this fun boat with a touch of safety and 
convenience.

POLARITY 16.5

BRITTANY 16.5
EVASION 15.5
POLARITY 16.5

Length
15’10” (482 cm)
15’3” (463 cm)
16’6’’ (503 cm)

Width
21.65’’ (55 cm)
23.6’’ (60 cm)
25.6’’ (65 cm)

Weight
66.1 lbs (30kg)
63.9 lbs (29kg)

89.9 lbs (40.8kg)

Max disp.
350 lbs (159 kg)
325 lbs (148 kg)
550 lbs (250 kg)

Touring series

Stand out Features :
 * Pilot Rudder system   
 * Thermolite hatch cover
 * Easy to track tunnel hull
 * Advanced Contour Fit Outfitting
 * Safety straps

Stand out Features :
 * Track-rite Skeg & Pilot Rudder  
  stearing combo   
 * 3 sealed compartments : bow,  
  stern & day hatch
 * Recess compass mount
 * High Performance Contour Fit 
Outfitting
 * Safety straps

Stand out Features :
 * Pilot Rudder system   
 * Thermolite hatch cover
 * Easy to track tunnel hull
 * Advanced Contour Fit Outfitting
 *  * Safety straps

Cockpit size inches (cm)
31.5’’ x 18.75’’ (80 x 47 cm)
32‘’ x 17.5‘’ (81 x 44 cm)
32‘’ x 19’’ (81 x 48 cm)

Béluga Skirt size
Large

Medium or Large
Medium or Large

Thunder
A current is energy. Any source of energy is useless until channeled, cleverly conducted towards an effect, and that’s what the 
Thunder 65 does. Point it upstream and its beveled edges and flat, shallow hull will make any ferry effortless; point it down-
stream and all that speed makes it punch through everything smoothly. Just like a reversible switch.

* Unity seating system
* Floating Backrest
* Suregrip thighbraces
* Adjustable creek footbrace
* Front and rear floatation bags
* 4 tubular webbing grab loops

* 2 Rubber handles
* Security bar
* Drainplug
* Powerseat compatible 

Features

Length
7’7‘’ (232 cm)

7’10’’ (239 cm)

THUNDER 65

THUNDER 76

Width
24.8’’ (63cm)

26.2” (66.5 cm)

Cockpit dims
34” x 18.5”
86 x 47 cm
34” x 20”

86 x 51 cm

Paddler 
weigh range

110 lbs - 180 lbs
50kg - 82 kg

170 lbs - 230 lbs
77 kg - 104 kg

Weight
48 lbs 
21.8 kg
50 lbs

22.9 kg

Volume
65 US gal 

  246 L
76 US gal

  288 L

Stand out Features :
 * Sealed bow & stern bulkhead 
 * Track-rite Skeg System
 * Bow floatation bag
 * Advanced Contour Fit Outfitting

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with lightweight thermo hatches
 * Track-rite Skeg System
 * Bow airbag
 * Advanced Contour Fit Outfitting

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with lightweight thermo hatches
 * Pilot Rudder system
 * Advanced Contour outfitting

Stand out Features :
 * Bow & Stern sealed bulkhead  
  with lightweight thermo hatches
 * Pilot Rudder system
 * Sealed day hatch
 * Thermo-lite Outfitting

Low on the water, the stable and agile Edge 11 Thermo feels like a scaled version of a sea kayak thanks to its 
progressive chine and a generous yet sleek outline. The integrated skeg like keel allows paddles to focus on the 
scennery rather than direction corrections. Two hatches and the benefit of two bulkheads keep your gear 
protected not to mention making the Edge 11 Thermo one of the safest recreational kayak to paddle.

The Edge 13 thermoformed kayak has an eye-pleasing sports car like deck profile that you don’t feel lost inside. 
It boasts a bundle of features that would make any sea kayak blush with envy. Of particular importance is the 
light weight construction meant to be durable yet retain that fiberglass like kayak feeling. The Edge 13 Thermo 
hull has immense primary and secondary stability, allowing paddlers to enjoy a comfortable and predictable 
paddle outing.

With its slender bow and slim deck profile, the rudder-equipped Edge 14.5 is where elegance and efficiency 
cross paths: it has just the right amount of chine and keel to make it track well, yet has a swift and versatile 
character. And to top it all off, it has most of the features serious sea kayaks call their own packed in a smaller 
package.

EDGE 11thermo

EDGE 13 thermo

EDGE 14.5 thermo

EDGE 16 THERMO
A new kayak in the Riot Kayak line up of for those with more advanced paddling skills.
The new Britanny 16.5 Thermo is a technically beautiful deck and a performance oriented hull capable of elevat-
ing everyone's confidence in rough water  This thermoformed 16 footer is very comfortable with a elevated deck 
allowing more leg room than most British style kayaks.

EDGE 11 THERMO
EDGE 13 THERMO
EDGE 14.5 THERMO
BRITANNY THERMO

Length
10’10‘’ (331cm)
12’11’’ (395 cm)
14’4’’ (439 cm)

15’9’’ (481 cm)

Width
27.16’’ (69cm)
26.4’’ (67 cm)
22.4’’ (57 cm)
21.2‘’(54 cm)

Weight
47.6 lbs (21.6 kg)
53.3 lbs (24.2 kg)

51 lbs (23 kg)
51.1 lbs (23.2 kg)

Max disp.
275 lbs (125 kg)
300 lbs (136 kg)
325 lbs (147 kg)
350 lbs (158 kg)

Edge Thermo series

Cockpit size inches (mm)
38’’ x 20’’ (97x 50 cm)
38‘’ x20‘’ (97x 50 cm)
32‘’ x 18’ (81x 46 cm)

31.5’’ x 18.75’’ (80 x 47 cm)

Béluga Skirt size
2X-Large
2X-Large
X-Large
Large
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Intrigue Series Thermo anglers 

Magnum
Creeking is one of those things where science and the unknown can’t be completely separated. At least it seems that way, 
but let’s pull the strict science out of the pile: the Magnum. This thing sums up all the knowledge the Riot paddlers have 
acquired about creeking since day one. It’s got the right length and shape to easily punch through features without losing too 
much momentum and ending up going vertical; buoyant yet maneuverable…

 Unity seating system
 Floating Backrest
 Suregrip thighbraces
 Adjustable creek footbrace
 Front and rear floatation bags
 4 tubular webbing grab loops

 2 Rubber handles
 Security bar
 Drainplug
 Powerseat compatible 

Features

Length
7’11.6‘’ (243 cm)

8’3’’ (252 cm)

MAGNUM 72

MAGNUM 80

Width
26’’ (65 cm)

26.8” (68 cm)

Cockpit dims
34” x 18.5”
86 x 47 cm
34” x 20”

86 x 51 cm

Paddler 
weigh range

110 lbs - 180 lbs
50kg - 82 kg

170 lbs - 230 lbs
77 kg - 104 kg

Weight
47.4 lbs 
21.5 kg
51.1 lbs
23.2 kg

Volume
72 US gal 

  273 L
80 US gal

  303 L

DEVIL FISH 12 Angler thermo

DEVIL FISH Tandem Angler thermo

The Escape 12 Thermo Angler is a new kind of Sit-on-top kayak. With its catamaran style hull and its dynamic 
two silencer blades, this boat is quick, tracks effortlessly with the feeling of stealth in approaching your favourite 
fishing hole. Lightweight is a concern yet we built into it extra protection for stiffness and durability. Equipped 
with 4 rod holders, gear tracks,  three sealed hatches, plenty of on deck storage and an ocean view window. 
The Escape 12 Thermo is ideal for fishing, diving or just having a good time on the water.  The 2014 escape 12 
Thermo Angler will change the way you look at kayak fishing.

Length
10’2‘’ (309cm)
11’11‘’ (364 cm)
14’6’’ (442 cm)

INTRIGUE Angler
Escape 12 Angler Thermo
Escape 2+ Thermo Angler

Width
29’’ (73.7 cm)
29.9’’ (76 cm)
32.3’’ (82 cm)

Weight
40.6 lbs (18.4kg)
51.4 lbs (23.3kg)
60 lbs (27.2kg)

Max disp.
275 lbs (125 kg)
300 lbs (136 kg)
500 lbs (226 kg)

Intrigue Sit-on-Top

INTRIGUE MKII
The SUV of Kayaking has arrived in that our MK II delivers the performance and utility of a minivan. Without a 
doubt demands made by families has been met with the MK II, given its ability to provide paddlers with a dry 
ride even if the wind blows up on the lake or ocean. The ability to turn with ease also allows paddlers to utilize 
the MK II in difficult-to-navigate environments such as rivers and marshes, the favourite place for kids or 
fishermen to explore. 

Intrigue Intrigue Angler

Béluga Skirt size
Hallf-skirt

N/A
N/A

Cockpit sizing inches (mm)
38’’x18.5’’ (96.5 x 47 cm)

Sit-on-top
Sit-on-top

INTRIGUE
INTRIGUE SOT
INTRIGUE MKII

Length
10’2‘’ (309 cm)
15‘ (457 cm)
15‘ (457 cm)

Width
29’’ (73.7cm)
28’’ (71.7 cm)
28’’ (71.7 cm)

Weight
38.8 lbs (17.6 kg)
35.2 lbs (16 kg)

64.8 lbs (29.4 kg)

Max disp.
275 lbs (125 kg)
500 lbs (226 kg)
500 lbs (226 kg)

Cockpit size inches (cm)
38’ x 18.5’’ (96.5 x 47 cm)

rear 46.5‘’ x 16.5‘’ (118x42 cm); front 30‘’ x 15.5‘’ (76x 39 cm)

rear 46.5‘’ x 16.5‘’ (118x42 cm); front 30‘’ x 15.5‘’ (76x 39 cm)

Béluga Skirt size
Half-skirt

N/A Sit-on-top
TBD

The Intrigue is a stable kayak easily stowed on small and large yachts alike. A ‘dry ride’ and spacious cockpit 
provide the paddler with a great experience making them wish for more. A large open cockpit centers this 
amazing platform with the polycarbonate window revealing the ocean’s secrets below. 

The Intrigue Anger is the perfect kayak for fisherman that loves crystal clear lakes. The Sea-view window will let 
you see ad explore like you never did before! With a total of 3 rod holders and rear storage this 10 foot kayak 
has a roomy cockpit that will please the all paddler size.

Riot’s Bio-Fusion™ composite process reduces waste by allowing for just the perfect amount of resin to 
enter the mold and adequately impregnate the cut-to-shape glass fabric, as well as carbon reinforcements
strategically located in stress prone areas. Kevlar reinforcements are also present at the bow and stern to absorb impacts
and vibrations. Bio-Fusion™ produces light, stiff and strong high-quality kayaks, in an environmentally-friendly manner.

Cross-Light construction is the perfect combination of the advantages of rotomolded and composite 
boats. It creates a boat that is up to 25% lighter, stiffer, faster, and let’s face it, looks better that a 
comparable rotomolded boat while being significantly tougher and more affordable than a compa-
rable composite boat. With Cross-Light you get it all: lightweight, beautiful, tough, and durable.

Using the best grade of rotomolding polyethylene, our Cross-Max process combines by-design rein-
forcement to the natural mechanical qualities of HDPE to provide the right equation of stiffness, 
weight, durability and quality of finish.

BIO-FUSION

CONSTRUCTION

BIO-FUSION

BIO-FUSION

Available in : 

BIO-FUSION

Available in : 

BIO-FUSION

Available in : 

Stand out Features :
* Optional Sea-view window 
* Thermolite hatch cover
* Sealed rear bulkhead 
 

Stand out Features :
 * Optional Sea-view window 
 * Thermolite hatch cover
 * Sealed rear bulkhead 
 * 2 flush-mount rod holders
 

Stand out Features :
* Sit-On-Top High Back Outfitting
* Thermolite hatch cover
* 4’’ front deck plate
* Mold-in bottle holder
 

Stand out Features :
* Tandem rudder system
* Thermolite hatch cover
* Front and Rear sealed bulkheads
* 6’’ front deck plate
* Adjustable touring seat with back 
rest
* Easy-track tunnel hull

 

Stand out Features :
* Catamaran rudder system
* Catamaran hull with Silencer 
blades
* Stand up fishing
* 3 Thermolite hatch cover
* Rear Bungee well
* Multiple seating configuration
* NEW sit-on-top seating
* 4 flush mount rod holders 
* 2 swivel rod holders
* 4 feet of accessory track
* Rear trolling motor ready 

Stand out Features :
* Pilot rudder system
* Catamaran hull with Silencer 
blades
* 6’’ deck plate storage
* Rear Bungee well
* 4 flush mount rod holders 
* 1 swivel rod holders
* 2 feet of accessory track
 
 

The Intrigue Sit-on-Top is a light weight and accessible kayak that will help the whole family explore your local 
lake. With enough dry storage for a small trip, high stabiility and great speed, the Intrigue will surely become your 
go-to kayak for a sunset paddle.

* Final product may vary, all kayaks are not made identical and may slightly di�er from speci�cation 
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